Abstract. In studies on haptic rod length perception, participants conventionally report their length estimates by placing a visual landmark at a position equal to the rod's perceived endpoint. We hypothesized that this visual aspect substantially increases the variability of the recorded length judgments. To examine this, we developed a virtual reality length judgment apparatus that provides better visual information. Participants performed a rod length perception task in both the conventional apparatus and the virtual reality apparatus. The variability of the length judgments was found to be higher in the conventional apparatus. We determined that between half and two-thirds of the variance in the conventional apparatus is haptic variance. Thus, vision accounts for between one-third and half of the variance that was previously thought to be haptic variance. Our finding implies that the virtual reality apparatus may be more suitable for studying subtle effects in haptic rod length perception.
Introduction
When holding and wielding a rod at one of its ends, one can obtain a purely haptic impression of its length [e.g., 1]. Length judgments, however, have been found to be rather variable, both within and between subjects [e.g., 2]. This seems to suggest that haptic rod length perception is a complicated task that can only be achieved with low precision (precision reflects inter-trial variability) and low accuracy (accuracy reflects biases). In this study we focused on the precision of rod length judgments, because we suspect that the high variability may be an experimental artifact. Perceivers conventionally report their length estimates by indicating the estimated endpoint of the rod with a visual landmark. In congruence, one could define two perceptual aspects that both involve a certain degree of variability: (1) haptically perceiving the rod's length (haptic variability), and (2) visually perceiving the distance to the landmark (visual variability). We hypothesized that a substantial proportion of the variability in rod length judgments is actually visual variability.
To test our hypothesis, we compared the variability of length judgments made in two different experimental apparatuses that differed in the quality of the visual information. In the conventional apparatus (CONVENT), participants wielded the rod behind a screen and indicated their length percept on a scale that was parallel to the screen. They did so by putting a visual landmark at the position where the endpoint of the rod would be if it were on the visible side of the screen (see Fig. 1A ). There are at least two visual complexities in this apparatus: first, a static visual depth scene does not provide very precise cues for estimating distance [e.g., 3]. Second, the haptic estimate of rod length is made relative to the hand, whereas the visual judgment of distance to the landmark is made relative to the body. Positioning the visual landmark thus requires a transformation of reference frames.
In the virtual reality apparatus (VIRTUAL), participants wielded the visually occluded rod while they viewed a virtual three-dimensional image of a rod. Participants adjusted this virtual rod's length -the rod was short at trial onset -until it matched the perceived length of the physical rod. The virtual rod was displayed at the same position and orientation in space as the physical rod, so that their movements were identical. The virtual apparatus thus offered at least two benefits over the conventional apparatus: first, the dynamical visual information provided better depth information [e.g., 4], and second, no transformation of reference frames was required. In consequence, the visual variability will be lower using this experimental apparatus.
If this visual variability adds significantly to the variability of the rod length estimates, the length judgments' variability should be lower in the virtual reality than in the conventional apparatus. If, on the other hand, the visual variability is negligible compared to the haptic variability, the length judgments should be equally variable.
Methods and Materials
The experiment was part of a research program that had been approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty of Human Movement Sciences of VU University Amsterdam.
Setups. In the conventional apparatus, participants were seated on a height-adjustable chair with a black opaque screen on their right hand side. Their right hand was placed behind the screen with the upper arm slightly abducted, the elbow 90° flexed, and the forearm positioned on a horizontal armrest so that rod movements were restricted to rotations about the wrist. A horizontal rail was present on the left hand side of the screen in front of the participants and at the same height as the armrest. By turning a wheel with their left hand the participants could slide a square surface (15×15 cm) back and forth along this rail. Participants indicated their rod length estimate by positioning this landmark at the position where they felt that the endpoint of the rod would be if it were of the left side of the screen (see Fig. 1A ). Along the rail was a measuring tape from which the experimenter recorded the length estimates with a resolution of 5mm. In the virtual reality apparatus, participants were seated on a height-adjustable chair in a custom designed virtual reality setup. Their upper arm was slightly abducted and about 30° flexed, their elbow 90° flexed, and their forearm was positioned on a horizontal armrest so that rod movements were restricted to rotations about the wrist. A virtual image of a rod was created with two monitors, each of which projected onto a mirror that subsequently reflected the two monitor images into the participants' left and right eye (see Fig. 1B ). The image of the virtual rod was projected with the exact position and orientation of the physical rod. In order to achieve this, we equipped the physical rod with a cluster of three infrared markers and measured its
